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The Higher Education Transformation Network (HETN) hereby notes the 2017 fee
increments by the Universities of Witwatersrand (WITS) and Stellenbosch (US).
Whilst we in principle do not condemn the fee increments in line with our support for the
September 2016 Ministerial announcement by the Minister of Higher Education and Training,
Dr Blade Ndzimande with regards to no-fee increments for South African children of the
working class whose parents earn less than R600 000.00 per annum (the so-called missing
middle), we are concerned at the fee announcements by the institutions without any
emphasis on clear plans in terms of which student access measures are planned for
implementation by the universities to favour the admission of more academically deserving
poor black disadvantaged youths from rural disadvantaged backgrounds who fall within and
below the missing middle.
It is our view that WITS and Stellenbosch have further failed to explain which internal costsaving measures are they planning to implement to curb more fee increments in 2018 (such
as rationalizing Vice-Chancellor and Executive salary perks).
We are further concerned that the institutions have also failed to declare how many poor
academically-deserving disadvantaged students will benefit from free access to their online
and / or Telematic technologies that both institutions have available.
Central Admissions for All Universities
The Network is further concerned that some institutions of higher learning (including WITS
and Stellenbosch) who are comparatively more affluent (in terms of institutional reserves
and investments) and who have historically been able to amass more reserves than other
more poorer institutions are planning to proceed with their traditionally-skewed student
admission practices which favour the admission of academically deserving children from rich
affluent urban households with a deliberate aim to indirectly academically exclude deserving
students from poor rural households who mostly rely on NSFAS.
With a view towards ensuring as minimal student protests as possible, some institutions of
higher learning are nefariously planning to selectively admit as little as possible from poor
disadvantaged matriculants who rely on NSFAS funding. We accordingly warn that should
errant Vice-Chancellors be left to their own devices, the above admission practices will result
in student admission pockets based on social class and further serve to entrench
discriminative social trends in higher education. Not to mention losing the opportunity we
have for negotiation.
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We accordingly call on government to compel all state-funded institutions of higher learning
(including WITS and Stellenbosch) to adhere to a common central admissions portal to
ensure a more coherent student admission policy implementation regime that ensures that
traditionally affluent institutions do not continue to exclusively target students from the
“cream of the crop” households but also admit more academically deserving students from
poor rural disadvantaged backgrounds.
Declaration of University Reserves back to National Treasury to Recapitalise NSFAS
We further call on Universities SA and its member institutions to declare all institutional
reserves and investments held by institutions of higher learning to National Treasury so that
a portion of the reserves & investments are utilised to recapitalise the NSFAS.
We reiterate that these billions of university reserves (surpluses and investment funds) held
by amongst others UCT, UJ, Tukkies, Stellenbosch, UFS and WITS in private investment
accounts are ill-gotten gains from the racist historic subsidy formuli of the former apartheid
state, which need to be declared back to National Treasury in order to be utilised to co-fund
the annual allocations of the state, and the entry of poor students into the sector through,
amongst others, the recapitalisation of the National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS).
All Employed Graduates to Pay their NSFAS Loans
We further call on all graduates who have historically benefitted from NSFAS funding to
settle and honour their NSFAS loan obligations to ensure the funding of future generations
of students. In the event of such graduates still being unemployed, we encourage them to
make their skills available to assist with mentorships and other educational interventions that
aim to rid our present of all that continues the existence of our past in our present.
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About the Higher Education Transformation Network (HETN):The Higher Education Transformation Network (HETN) is an independent network of alumni and graduates from various higher
education and further educational institutions across South Africa committed to the process of transformation of education and
training to increase equitable and meaningful access to education, skills and learning to eliminate of socio-economic disparities.

